Various landmarks in the evolution of Alexander Dalgarno from a gifted mathematician to becoming the acknowledged Father of Molecular Astrophysics are noted. His researches in basic atomic and molecular physics, aeronomy (the study of the upper atmosphere) and astrophysics are highlighted.
Some Distinct Landmarks
As this "Dalgarno Celebratory Symposium" in honor of Alex Dalgarno's 80 th birthday continues, I would like to welcome you all to this morning's session "Calculation of Atomic and Molecular Properties ". This title is particularly well suited to Alex's philosophy because, in a recent reminiscence 1 of his career, he mentions that, " ... It is often said, by theorists, that physics is embodied in its equations, but I think it is to be found in the solutions to the equations". And so, emboldened/accelerated by this realization, Alex embarked on making landmark advances in all of the following subjects:
(1) Atomic and Molecular Structure (perturbation variational and expansion methods) (2) Interactions (polarization, dispersion, model, pseudo and long-range potentials) and (3) Collisions (near-resonant electronic transfer, excitation and charge transfer radiative transitions, rotational and vibrational excitation in molecules, spin-exchange). still being used today.
Associative Detachment
Also during that year (1958), Alex pointed out that it was the process of associative detachment
that controlled the ionization balance in the solar atmosphere and he gave a verbal estimate of its relatively rapid rate (3 × 10 −10 cm 3 s −1 ), later quoted by Pagel. 8 His suggestion led to a new picture of the solar atmosphere.
Alex commented that associative detachment (1) is a source of H 2 . Others later recognized that (1) is the major source of H 2 in the early universe. Alex's recognition that associative detachment would ordinarily be a fast reaction 9 also led to a new picture of the D-region of the terrestrial ionosphere. After Alex's suggestion, the associative detachment reaction has been included in all discussions of weakly ionized plasmas, laboratory as well as astrophysical. 
The Arthurs-Dalgarno Method

The Founding of Molecular Astrophysics
Key to the founding of Molecular Astrophysics were Alex's studies of the radiative properties of molecular hydrogen beginning with the determination of the oscillator strengths and transition probabilities of the Lyman and Werner systems 13 which were essential elements in the interpretation of the observational data expected from the ultraviolet spectrometer on the Copernicus satellite.
The Modus Operandi
The four examples above perhaps serve to illustrate some of the hallmarks of Alex's successful modus operandi, which, if possible, may be summarized as follows:
(a) Identify the great variety of atomic and molecular quantum processes of significance to the physics and chemistry of the environment under consideration. (b) Perform calculations to understand the reaction mechanisms and determine the rate coefficients either from existing theory or from theoretical methods he would invent for their study. Often this involved extending quantum mechanical theory for application to a diverse range of processes that operate in astrophysical environments where conditions are extreme.
(c) Construct models of the particular environment, and then, (d) Conduct rigorous investigations.
The wide array of applications has included:
(1) Early Universe (2) Planetary and Stellar Atmospheres (3) Interstellar Clouds (4) Shocked Gases (5) Photon-dominated regions (PDR's), or photo-dissociation regions, and X-ray dominated regions (XDR's). Responses of molecular material to UV and X-rays and to magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) shocks (6) Planetary Nebulae, Planetary Atmospheres and Comets, Supernova ejecta (SN1987A).
The Result of the Transition
Alex has made landmark advances and provided major contributions not only to the development and application of Atomic, Molecular and Optical Physics but also to the interpretation of astrophysical phenomena from the early Universe to planetary atmospheres, covered within the array of applications above. His method of construction of models of interstellar clouds, for example, with the close interplay of molecular physics and astrophysics has become part of the fabric of molecular astrophysics. His combination of quantum-mechanical theory and analyses of astrophysical data with the identification of the relevant molecular processes and recognition of their consequences is molecular astrophysics at work. And so the evolution of Molecular Astrophysics into a unified discipline of inquiry continues to be dominated by Alex and his students. Sir David Bates (my mentor at Queen's and afterward) and George Victor summed it up quite nicely when they wrote 14 20 years ago that "There is no greater figure than Alex in the history of Atomic Physics and its applications" Also, 10 years ago, Alex's pioneering contributions to Molecular Astrophysics were acknowledged 15 by describing him as "The Father of Molecular Astrophysics ". Alex, now more than ever, has earned these accolades. This three-day Symposium is indeed testament to the fact that Alex's career has essentially embodied three spectacular careers, each in (a) Theoretical Atomic and Molecular Physics, (b) Aeronomy (the study of the upper atmosphere), Planetary Atmospheres and Comets and (c) Astrophysics. Any one of us would consider ourselves most fortunate to be successful in any one of these endeavors and to have, at most, a one-day celebration, as acknowledgment.
The Beginning and End of the Transition
And Alex did all of this without the benefit of any formal undergraduate courses/training in Physics, Chemistry or Astronomy. Alex graduated in 1947 with a degree in Mathematics at University College, London (UCL) and had a fellowship to do whatever he pleased for the year afterward. According to Alex's recent account 1, 16 of this time at UCL, he considered further work in geometry, a subject he thoroughly enjoyed, almost, as entertainment. But he thought of geometry more as an intellectual exercise, as he readily solved hypothetical problems and puzzles. Bates later introduced him to Aeronomy and Planetary Atmospheres. Then, as they say, the rest is history. He occupied his chair at Queen's until 1967 when he accepted the invitation of Leo Goldberg and Fred Whipple to a chaired position at, what is now, the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics. I linked up again with Alex in 1968 at Harvard, ten years after we first met in Belfast and I spent three very productive years there under his wise counsel and tutorship. And so, we are now back to the beginning of my talk. The circle is completed. On reviewing all his monumental advances and contributions to these vast fields, researchers in each of these areas must now be all extremely grateful that Alex easily and successfully made the transition from gifted mathematician to astrophysicist with such astonishing rapidity and spectacular success. I consider Alex's role in molecular astrophysics to be analogous to the roles played by Bethe, Chandrasekhar and Fowler in stellar and nuclear astrophysics. Alex has
